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Current Operational IT Investments

In this section, describe the high-level strategy the agency will use to manage existing operational IT investments
over the next year to 5 years. This section should align with identified Business Requirements for Existing
Technology (BReTs). At minimum, please address the following questions in your description of your agencys
strategy for managing existing operational IT investments: 

Are there existing IT investments that will require additional funding over the next year to 5 years, such as license
renewals, re-competition of current IT contracts, or system enhancements required by the Agency Strategic Plan? 

If there are systems that will no longer support the agencys business needs, either through poor performance or
excessive cost, how does IT leadership in the agency plan to address the issues? 

If the agency does not have the staff or funding to meet increasing demand for IT services, how will IT leadership
fulfill the requests? 
MISSION STATEMENT: Support the Commonwealth's goals through program execution, maximizing use of resources,
innovation, business focus and system efficiency. Treat each dollar as if were your own. Citizens have entrusted us with
their hard earned money and they deserve to know it is being put to the best use. VISION STATEMENT: ITD Strives to
Deliver an IT-Enabled Environment where VDOT staff are mobile-enabled to work when and where they are needed for
optimal results utilizing IT assets (computers, phones, and software) to operate anywhere during a project, situation, or
emergency. Documents and processes are digital when possible. Data and information are delivered reliably, accurately, and
usably. VDOT applications and storage are in the cloud (SaaS, PaaS, or IaaS) to deliver on-demand and seamlessly adapt to
VDOT's real time needs. Work is automated and complimented with artificial intelligence. ITD is a source of innovation
and inspiration to VDOT & the COV  CURRENT OPERATIONAL IT INVESTMENTS The mission of the Department's
Information Technology Program is to optimize VDOT's operational efficiency through information engineering and
innovative deployment of technology. While the business divisions identify their strategic directives and define business
requirements, Information Technology Division (ITD) is charged with defining and implementing innovative technology
solutions.  ITD is staffed by state employees, private sector consultants, and service providers who support over 200 data
assets and applications. All are charged with delivering high quality, cost effective, and timely IT solutions and services. As
the demand on IT services continues to grow, so does the need for a robust and disciplined approach in project, resource,
and budget management. To provide the necessary tools for managing these demands, ITD has implemented Microsoft
Project Server. The system tracks both new applications as well as enhancements to existing applications; and assists with
the planning and controlling of the IT budget and expenditures while providing a more robust reporting capability to
decision makers. This has resulted in improved portfolio management leading to better use of technology resources and
focus on VDOT strategic drivers.    As stated in the VDOT Service Area Strategic Plan, the overall objective of Information
Technology Services (69902) is to meet the Agency's mission by planning, developing, delivering, operating and
maintaining a transportation system that is safe and enables efficient movement of people and goods, enhances the
economy, and improves the quality of life through a commitment to appropriate management and direction. To this end,
ITD has determined the following tactical focus for the upcoming biennium: * Evaluating and deploying COTS
(Commercial Off the Shelf) solutions to implement business functionality  * Supporting the delivery of public-centric
solutions that enhance ease-of-use and improve citizen understanding of information  * Providing effective and efficient
technical solutions for employees and citizens through multiple channels  * Providing seamless, resources and solutions for
general agency users that aggregate access to multiple systems and data sources    *Leveraging current data and improving
data quality    * Spatially enabling data    * Enhancing data integration and reporting through agency-wide toolsets    *
Maintaining a highly-skilled workforce through implementation of a career path management plan    * Meeting COV and
VDOT Security Policy requirements.    Information Technology will employ state-of-the-art technologies to develop and
support IT applications and special projects, using innovative development methodologies, industry-standard best practices,
and agency-wide project management tools and measures. Management oversight will ensure compliance with all
accountability mandates.

Factors Impacting the Current IT
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In this section, the agency will describe the changes in their business environment that will require or mandate
changes to the agencys current IT investments. These are requirements and mandates from external sources, such as
other agencies or business partners, the agencys customer base, product and service providers, or new federal or
state legislation or regulations. The agency must identify the business value of the change, any important deadlines
that must be met, and the consequences if the deadlines are not met. In your discussion, be sure to note whether the
proposed enhancements are funded or not. If the agencys existing current IT investments will not need enhancement
due to requirements or mandates from external sources in the foreseeable future, the agency should enter the
following text rather than leave the Factors Impacting the Current IT section blank 

For each mandated change, summarize your agencys response from your Agency Strategic Plan, and is it the
opinion of agency IT leadership that the IT portion of the response is adequately funded? 

Do the mandated changes effect IT in other Commonwealth agencies, or in other states? If so, how?

· Balance of demands and constraints: Demands require innovation and obsolescence management that balances portfolio
management of modern business solutions, supported by reliable technical platforms, with inevitable funding and resource
constraints. This balance requires a renewed analysis of the agency's capacity to manage, execute and practice new business
processes. The Chief of Technology and Business Strategy works with agency leaders to balance priorities with available
funding, resources and the organization's capacity for change. · Business process change: As business organizations and
processes change, IT must respond accordingly. Both anticipated and unanticipated changes affect an already constrained
Information Technology Program · Ability to attract highly skilled applicants: In order to deliver as promised according to
the Division's mission, it is crucial that a highly skilled workforce be procured and maintained. Faced with a classified
employee staffing shortage, ITD supplements full-time staff with consultants. The agency's strategy has been to maintain a
smaller staff, with technical contractors augmenting the staff as well as working on specific projects. The ability to locate
contractors with the skill set needed is challenging. · Anticipated IT Changes · More external customers accessing VDOT
applications: VDOT will continue to become more transparent in business decisions, activities, and reporting. ITD will be
heavily involved in this process. · Continued collaborative projects with other agencies: VITA oversight of projects
includes a review for possible enterprise impact. This process will continue into the new biennium and results in project
delays that cannot be generally anticipated. · Continued exploration and use of the latest technologies to improve process
efficiencies: to include mobile technologies, cloud services and improved businessdata analytic tools.

Proposed IT Solutions

In this section, describe the high-level strategy the agency will use to initiate new IT investments over the next year
to 5 years in support of the agency strategic objectives documented in your Agency Strategic Plan. The agency does
not need to consider specific technologies at this time, however, the strategy should identify how the IT
implementation will provide business value to the organization. This section should align with identified Business
Requirements for New Technology (BRnTs). At minimum, please address the following questions in your description
of your agencys strategy for initiating new IT investments: 

What are the most important solutions, based on the priority assigned to the requirements by the business sponsors
in your agency, and what is the approach to achieving these priority solutions? 

If any new IT initiatives will be started in the upcoming budget biennium, is it the opinion of agency IT leadership
that it is adequately funded? 

Does the agencys current IT staff have the appropriate skill set needed to support future agency technologies? If not,
what skill sets need to be acquired? 

If the agency will be engaged in multiple new IT initiatives, how will agency IT staff and agency subject matter
experts be used across the initiatives? 

The Agency's highest service area objective is to improve highway safety for the traveling public. An integral part of
improving highway safety is more efficient and effective turnaround of IT projects to both serve VDOT and the traveling
public.  It is important that IT react to requests for service in a timely manner and as promised to the business.

NEW AGENCY IT INVESTMENTS:  (FY20 - 22)
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· Automatic Vehicle Locators - This project will allow VDOT to track equipment deployed to resolve issues during bad
weather events.  Only equipment that has a license plate will be tracked, whether the vehicle is VDOT-owned or contracted
by VDOT. The goal is to display the location of the deployed equipment, and display whether that equipment is on standby
or is actively working to resolve issues.  It will provide information and communication to those deployed vehicles such
that they can be re-routed to address emergency situations, such as clearing the way for other emergency vehicles to assist
the citizens of the commonwealth.

· CEDAR Upgrade - The CEDAR (Comprehensive Environmental Data and Reporting) Upgrade is needed due to
technology obsolescence, technology consolidation and functionality enhancements.  Initially; a complete rewrite was
considered necessary; but further analysis determined a technology upgrade would be feasible.

· Digitize Bridge Inspection Reports - New mobile solution for field bridge inspectors allowing them to enter real-time
inspection observations while out in the field via a tablet or other handheld device with workflow and digital
approvals/electronic signature capabilities.

· Employee Onboarding - HR is looking to implement a SAAS solution to automate and coordinate the processes involved
in recruiting, hiring, onboarding, orientation and probationary period of new employees and employees transferring to new
positions at VDOT. Each year, VDOT on-boards approximately 1000 classified employees (in addition to classified
employees weonboard an additional 150-200 wage employees). The labor and paperwork associated with this staffing
volume is significant and prone to error.  Currently, onboarding is managed locally, resulting in inconsistent processes and
communications regarding VDOT's mission, values and expectations.

· Smart Scale Smart Portal - This project will deliver new and enhanced functionality within the SMART Portal web
application, allowing for program pre-application submission, new application submission to multiple programs,
enhancements to the validation/screening/scoring processes and will improve the user interface to update decisions online.
This will make the tool easier to use without having to hire additional staff to complete the process.

· State Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) Project - VDOT's Federal Programs Management Division (FPMD) is
responsible for approximately $1 billion in annual federal funding for VDOT projects and programs.  In order to obligate
federal funds on a project, the project must first receive federal authorization.  Prior to authorization, the project must be
included in the Commonwealth's Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP), as required by federal
regulations. FPMD has 15 employees responsible for management of the department's federal program. Currently, staff
manually enter all calculations of planned use of federal funding. Reporting tools are outdated and inadequate for today's
business needs. The Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) enhancements will allow Division staff to
route original and amended STIP projects to VDOT and non-VDOT stakeholders for review and approval.
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VDOT has previously developed plans to migrate from its SharePoint 2010 Infrastructure to SharePoint 2016/2019 and
will now use the findings in those migration plans to develop a Migration to SharePoint Online to coincide with the
Governor's Executive Order 19: "Cloud Service Utilization and Readiness."
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Report Title: IT Strategic Plan Budget Tables 
Agency: 501 Department of Transportation (VDOT)
Date: 8/25/2020

Current IT Services
Costs Year 1 Costs Year 2

Category GF NGF GF NGF
Projected Service Fees $0.00 $46,808,364.00 $0.00 $48,212,615.00
VITA Infrastructure
Changes $0.00 $22,571,734.00 $0.00 $21,167,483.00

Estimated VITA
Infrastructure $0.00 $69,380,098.00 $0.00 $69,380,098.00

Specialized Infrastructure $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Agency IT Staff $0.00 $12,415,385.00 $0.00 $13,036,154.00
Non-agency IT Staff $0.00 $19,000,000.00 $0.00 $19,000,000.00
Cloud Computing Service $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Other Application Costs $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00
Total $0.00 $100,795,483.00 $0.00 $101,416,252.00

Proposed IT Investments
Costs Year 1 Costs Year 2

Category GF NGF GF NGF
Major IT Projects $0.00 $2,208,125.00 $0.00 $270,000.00
Non-Major IT Projects $0.00 $164,424.00 $0.00 $0.00
Agency-Level IT Projects $0.00 $1,643,829.00 $0.00 $336,000.00
Major Stand Alone IT
Procurements $0.00 $9,239,797.73 $0.00 $5,421,436.73

Non-Major Stand Alone IT
Procurements $0.00 $2,023,261.15 $0.00 $1,436,760.20

Agency-Level Stand Alone
IT Procurements $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Procurement Adjustment for
Staffing $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.00

Total $0.00 $15,279,436.88 $0.00 $7,464,196.93

Projected Total IT Budget
Costs Year 1 Costs Year 2

Category GF NGF GF NGF
Current IT Services $0.00 $100,795,483.00 $0.00 $101,416,252.00
Proposed IT Investments $0.00 $15,279,436.88 $0.00 $7,464,196.93
Total $0.00 $116,074,919.88 $0.00 $108,880,448.93
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Report Title: IT Strategic Plan Procurements 
Agency: 501 Department of Transportation (VDOT) 
Date: 8/25/2020 
 
Stand Alone Procurements:
Procurement
Name: Advanced Transportation Controllers (ATC) Hardware and Firmware Procurement

Procurement
Description:

VDOT seeks to procure traffic signal system controller hardware and firmware that are compatible and
consistent throughout VDOT's Operations Regions for the purpose of enhancing cross-district
interoperability, establishing efficiencies in maintenance, and expanding operations of the statewide
signalized arterial roadway network; and prepare for future advances in technology.

The plan includes:
Phase I ? Concept of Operations - COMPLETE
Phase II ? Procurement of ATC Hardware & Firmware - $4.5M

Procurement
Date: 9/6/2017 Multiyear Contract

Procurement
Name: Automated Fuel Management Program Software Upgrade Procurement

Procurement
Description: AFMP Hardware and Maintenance, Software Maintenance, Training and Professional Services

Procurement
Date: 4/1/2020  

Procurement
Name:

Bentley Enterprise License Subscription (ELS) & ProjectWise Connect Editions Subscription
Procurement

Procurement
Description:

Bentley is the sole source to renew the Enterprise License Subscription (ELS) ProjectWise Connect Edition
Subscription for VDOT. No other vendors can perform the specific functions required by VDOT. Bentley is
the prime contractor and is responsible for maintenance of all Bentley supplied software. Bentley provides a
comprehensive software support program through its Bentley SELECT Program, as well as enhanced
licensing through its Enterprise License Subscription (ELS). 
The new contract for Bentley Enterprise License Subscription (ELS) and ProjectWise Connect Edition
Subscription (PWCE) would be a 5 Year Contract (2 year term with 3 one-year optional extensions). This
contract covers license, maintenance, support, upgrades, professional services, and training for all ELS
eligible software owned by Bentley Systems, Inc.

Procurement
Date: 4/1/2019 Multiyear Contract

Procurement
Name: Customer Relationship Management Upgrade and Cloud Migration Procurement

Procurement
Description:

This procurement is for services to migrate the existing on-premise Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) Microsoft Dynamics 2013 platform to a tenant in the VITA CRM 365 cloud.  This is done in
compliance with Executive Order 19 which mandates all COV systems to move out of the current
commonwealth data center to a cloud environment by the end of 2021.  This will also upgrade the platform to
the newest version of Microsoft Dynamics CRM for extended life of the systems it houses.   Three separate
Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) systems are built on the platform: Customer Service Center
System, Tort Claims System and the Constituent Tracking System.

Procurement
Date: 6/1/2020  

Procurement ESRI Enterprise License Renewal FY19-21 Procurement


















